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P R E F A C E .
IT is tought tliat the spirit of this book, and the manner ofusing it, will be so evident, as the teacher reads it over, that
few prefatory words are needed. The following are some of the
leading principles by which the author has been guided. How
they have been wrought out can be seen only by examining the
book i t se l f .
1. A text-book for schools should be arranged with reference
to sound principles of teaching, and to convenience of use in the
school-room, quite as much as to the principles of the science
which it develops.
3. One thing at a time is the fundamental maxim of primary
teaching. Each exercise must have a single, clearly defined
p u r p o s e .
8. Unity of purpose and almost infinite diversity of means char
acterize the most successful teaching of the young.
4. The young child must be furnished something to do. His
bands, his eyes, and, as much as may be, his tongue and his
whole body, must be busied with the work in hand.
5. In a well-conducted primary school, as careful attention
will be given to secure profitable employment for the pupils in
the seats, as to the conduct of the class exercises.
6. The cases are exceptional, and very rare, in which much
labor or time need be bestowed in order to awaken in the mind
of the child the conception of number. The recognition of
number is. one of the most simple, earliest developed—in fact,
I V P I i £ J ! ' A C E .
most nearly innate—of all our mental acta. The child who has
earned to count 10 by means of objects, has as well-defined,
■nrifVi ^  ot number, as he needs, and as he advancese simple processes of combination, his conceptions will
enlarge as occasion requires.
ing a in^ errofTh mental processes required in obtaiu-i. The m fhrjf J.. ^  ^  ementary combinations of numbers :
Umtim. Û, and ^ termine what the revuU of the comr
out how mauv to learn how he may find
this product in his m" quite another thing to fix
child who can count win r» former is a proeeaa, which the
apply with pleasure ,1, and which he will alwaysthe pupil needs all th« h ^  ^  pure act of memory, and
save it from becomintr s + ? ^  iugenious teacher can devise, tothe child who can coult^  ^ "^dgery. In a single lesson,
JJ l^tiplication Table as fwill learn to make theese 100 products so th^^ ®"t to rememberIm a tMk than to memori? instantly named, is no
Divi • may be saV ! to any other 100 prob-the for ^ the Addition, Subtraction, andthe inaT ^ ^^alled theax well learned until
'"'«S'k 'Î!fieflnitiona nrrus ^ to i»? ^ ^ prepared, Buch
couceptiongand m reasons; statenmnts either offormal deûnitî/v niucb less can they obtain• " Ï 3
Of learning
e^atning the elementary com-
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binations of numbers are going on at the same time. Accord
ingly, in this book the first 37 pages are addressed to the
Teacher; the next 90 are addressed to "pupils reading simple
words and the remainder of the book assumes that the pupil
has learned to read tolerably well.
10. According to the decimal notation^ the fundamental com
binations embrace only numbers below and including 10. To
such combinations this book is, therefore, confined.
11. One is more interested in what he has made himself, than
in that which is furnished by another. Hence the pupil is
taught lu>w to make the Addition, Subtraction, Multiplication,
and Division Tables for himself, and, having made them, to
study hU own work. None of these tables aie ^ven, except in
form, in this book.
12. From objects in sight and in hand to objects out of sight
—from the concrete to the abstract, from the known to the un
known, by short and easy steps—an arrangement which will
make each advance include a practical review, etc., are princi
ples so well established that no intelligent teacher will counte
n a n c e t h e v i o l a t i o n o f t h e m .
The teacher who is familiar with the methods of the Kinder
garten will recognize the spirit of those methods on every page
of this book. Indeed, it has been a leading purpose to embody
this spirit in forms which are practicable for use in our ordinary
Primary Schools.
E D W A W O u î k y .
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Notb.—Since the plates of this book were first cast, the whole book, in com
plete form, has been thoroaghly examined by a number of practical teachers indifferent parte of the country, and carefully revised. The exceedingly liberal
spirit of the pahllshere has allowed the author to make such revteion to anyextent he desired. To Prof. N. A. Caukiks, of the New Tork City Normal
School, the author le very greatly indebted for valuable euggeetlons in connec
t i o n w i t h t h l a w o r k o f r e v i s i o n . b . O .
I T / T J R O D U C T I O N '
I N T R O D U C T I O N .
n R G A N I Z A T l O N A N D E X E R C I S E S O F A^ P R I M A R Y S C H O O L .
s O much attention has been given of late to primary teaching,and principlcB and methods have been so rapidly developed,
that the author has thought that a synopsis of a few of these
results would be acceptable to the teacher. The preface recites
some of the established principles ; it is the purpose of this in
troduction, and, in fact, of this book, to exhibit in outline an
embodiment of such principles in method.
So great is the diversity among our Primary Schools, that it
is practically impossible to present a schedule which is adapted
to all. What is designed in this attempt is to indicate some
what of the plan of organization and course of exercises found
in our best Primary Schools in towns of 3,000 to 8,000 inhabit
ants, where the schools are graded into 4 or 5 departments. Inthe larger cities, where there are two or more primary grades,
the oral exercises can be more frequent for each class, and stil
gi-eater variety will be practicable. Nevertheless, the spirit and
general features of the scheme may be much the ^ me in all.Such a school as is here described will consist of 60 or 60
pupiU arranged in 8 classes, styled respectively the "A" class,"B" the firs t be ing the most advanced,
and the last the least. The pupils of each class will be seated
together, as seen m the cut on page 5, where the "A" classoccupies the two forms at the left, the "B" class, which is
the counting table, occupies the two centre forms, and the
C " class the two right-band forms.
The age of the " C " class will vary from 6 to 7, and pupils
will be, on an average, about a year in each class. The " A "
class will usually be found reading in what is called the " Third
Reader," and will be able to learn easy lessons in descriptive
subjects, as Natural History and Geography-
No exercise should occupy more than 15 minutes, and with
the younger classes many of the class exercises need not exceed
5 or 8 minutes. Ten minutes are assigned to most of the sepa
rate exercises in the schedule. Time saved by the shorter ex
ercises will give opportunity for inspection of work, singing, or
any of the numerous, nameless things which need attention.
This plan supposes that the pupil will be kept constantly
busy, recreation being as regularly provided for as work. st."
means "exercise in seat, "cL" means "class exercise," and
"B—B" means work on the pupils* blackboard. The class
exercises are printed in full-faced type.
Part of the writing exercises will be for the purpose of learn
ing to write, and part for the purpose of learning to spell-
The former will-usually be from copy, and the latter from dic
tation by the teacher as she is about her other work.
The drawing exercises will comprise geometrical forms,
tracing from copies, simple natural objects, and outline map
drawing.
The oral exercises will be largely what is known as " Object
Lessons." These will be on various subjects, such as color,
form, common propertiea of bodies, direction, etc.
The " A," " B," and " C " classes as here designated corres
pond with the 1st, 3d, and 8d Gradea^ or years, respectively, of
the system now coming into use in many of our Graded Schools.
In the larger of these schools it is assumed that each grade will
be d iv ided in to two Div iauma,
PROGRAMME FOR A DAY IN A PRIMARY SCHOOL
i r o R . K O S T O O N .
T I * B . " A " C L A B S . Cuaa. j "C" Class.
9 t o 9 : 1 6 O j ; > e z x i n . s ? ± i i j s . e j K s i e e a *
9 : 1 6 t o 9 : 2 5 Wr i t i n g , B t . Heading, et. R e a d i n g , c l .
9 : 2 5 t o 9 : 8 5 Reading. Bt. R e a d i n g ^ , c l . A r i t h m e t i c , s t .
9 : 8 6 t o 9 : 4 5 Readlzigpy cl. D raw ing , s t P r i n t i n g , B — B .
9 : 4 5 t o 9 : 5 0 O y n i n a s t l o s , a n d O r a l C o n c e r t E x e r c i s e s *
9 : 5 0 t o 1 0 Drawing, B—B. A r i t h m e t i c , s t . A r i t h m e t i c , c l .
1 0 t o 1 0 : 1 0 Arithmetic, Bt. A r i t h m e t i c , c l . D raw ing , s t
10:10 to 10:20 A r i t h m e t i c , s t . Wr i t i ng , S t . O r a l X e a c h i n g *
1 0 : 2 0 t o 1 0 : 4 0 R e o e s s *
1 0 : 4 0 t o 1 0 : 5 0 A r l t b r n e t i C y c l . D r a w i n g , B — B . W r i t i n g , a t
1 0 : 5 0 t o 11 Geography, Bt. Reading, et. R e a d i n g , c l .
1 1 t o 1 1 : 1 0 Geography, at. R e a d i n g : , c L Drawing, st.
1 1 : 1 0 t o 1 1 : 2 0 O e o g r a p l i y « c l . Drawing, s t A r i t h m e t i c , s t .
1 1 : 2 0 t o 1 1 : 8 0 G y m n a s t i c s , a n d O r a l C o n c e r t E x e r c i s e s *
1 1 : 8 0 t o 1 1 : 4 0 Wr i t i n g , B t , A r i thmet ic , s t O r a l T e a c h i n g *
11 : 4 0 t o 11 : 5 0 A r i t h m e t i c , B t . A r i t h m e t i c , c l . P r i n t i n g , a t
11:60 to 12 A r i t l k m e t i c , c l . P r in t ing , s t Drawing, B—B.
2 t o 2 : 1 0 Wr i t i ng , S t . Reading, s t . R e a d i n g , c l .
2 : 1 0 t o 2 : 2 0 Nt History, Bt Read ing^ , c l . A r i t h m e t i c , s t
2 : 2 0 t o 2 : 8 0 Nt , His tory, c l . Wr i t i ng , s t Print ing, B—B,
2 : 8 0 t o 2 : 4 6 G y m n a s t i c s , S t o r i e s , a n d M o r a l X i c s s o n s *
2 : 4 5 t o 2 : 6 5 Ari thmetic, Bt. Ari thmetic, st. A r i t h m e t i c , c L
2 : 5 5 t o 8 : 0 5 Ar i thmet ic , B t A r i t h m e t i c , c L Wri t ing, e t .
8 : 0 5 t o 8 : 2 0 R e o e s s .
8 : 2 0 t o 8 : 8 0 A r l t l i m e t i c , c l . D r a w i n g , s t . Drawing, at.
8 : 8 0 t o 3 : 4 0 Drawing, Bt. SpelUog, fit O r a l T e a c h i n g *
8:40 to 8:50 Spelling, Bt. S p e l l i n g , c l . P r i n t i n g , a t
8 : 5 0 t o 4 Spe l l i n i g , c l . Wr i t ing , s t D r a w i n g , s t .
S E C T I O N I .
COUNTING, AND READING AND WRITING NUMBERS FROM
ONE TO ONE HUNDRED.
This Section is addressed to the Teacher, It is presumed that
pupils who cannot count, cannot read; and hence that the text of
a book can be of no service to them. The pictures in this section
will be usef ul to the pupils, as will appear in the progress of the
lessons. Hence the pupils will need the book from the beginning.
2 EXERCISES IN- NUMBERS FOR
The lessons of this section, however, wiU be wholy oral- Wecal this class of pupils the "C" class, the lowest grade m the
Primary School. (See Introduction.)tf 1 A ffood Blackboard, crayons, rubber,
©^orl'e teacher's use. The blackboard should be
incliu^d^ .^^®^^^ a^8 they stand around it, and can getheir hands on It ron^nien^  rp^y counters can be cut
3. one Hundred They should be about
from bright colore , circles about the same in diajnet^^ of an inch square i 0';^ ^ ^  Whatever isânnnon wooden buton molds ^^ M he neat and convement, but so siiupioidu^tention. SmaU bundles of spUnts are much used.4. A Humeral Prame-a necessity in a Prhnaiy School. ^
5 A Long Blackboard on the sidewall, so low that caren of this age can write on it easily, and long enough for i
20 pupils to stand before it at once, and "w^ rite on it.
6, Each pupil needs a Slate and Pencil.
L E S S O N I .
purpose.—teach to Count from One to
Method. Class Exercises, while the teacher stands behi^^
the Counting Tahle, and the class is gathered around it, as -
eented in the picture, let the teacher have teii counters
together on the t^ le, and moving out one of them, ask, " -many is that Î " men this is answered by aU, move outand placing it with the first, ask, « How many have we no^  ? "
this way see how far any of them can count. If all can cou»*
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readily, there is no need of spending^ more time on the exercises
in this lesson. But cla^8 answers must not he depended upon for
determining this—each pupil must he questioned separately, while
all look on, and, when occasion serves, help.
If few, or none of them, can count ten, the work of teaching
must he continued till all can count thus far, readily. Use the
counters as above, having the pupils count in concert^ at first, as
the teacher moves out the counters. Then encourage vndividuals
to try it. " Now, who can count four ?" " Well, Jane, count out
four of the counters." " Who else can do it ? " ** Who else ? "
"Who can count out seven counters? " " Well, James, you may
try it." "Who else?" etc., etc. Vary the exercise by havingthe pupils count marks, or dots, as you make them on the board.
Also, if they know any letter, as o. make several o's and let themcouiû them. iUse letters for this purpose as fast as (hey are
learned.) Have them count the pupils in the class, the buttons on
their jackets, the objects in this picture, etc.
As another exercise, use the pictures on pages 5 and 8. " AU
4 exerc ises in - numbers eor
find the boys in the picture." «How V(Hands mised to indicate^  Count the hoi iZXv' who
c a n t e l l b o w m a n y b o y s t h e r e a r e ? " • j \ ~
f o u n d i n ^h wil ho norviceabie as a clasB exorcifio to have the clflss ro-
peat the niimbers in concert, while von .^i class re-r.« tt. right h.«d d.„ ta'to "'f ?" '"°çc o L . T h u . „ d „ h j * : « • '
alone, while the teacher beats. Class 7. # Class coimtteacher only beats. Such exercises as +b count, while
mainly in teaching the nawie* and ^ serviceablethis is no small part of the probleiT^  ® numbers ; butThe Numeral Frame is vety con'venient in teaching counting.
Teacher hold it up and slide
out the balls one by one,
^ the class counts. Pupils
take the pointer and slide
out the balls and count, or
use their fingers if they can
not handle the pointer. Por
ptlier uses of this importantinstrument see pages 9, 13,
16> 18, 19, 20, 27, 31, etc.
Another exercise will con-Bist of questions like the fol
lowing: "How many eyes
each of you?" "How
noses ? " " How many fingers on one hai^  ^  " How many
"How many with the thumb?" "How' thumb?"
w i t hou t t he t humbs? " "How many hands .This exercise is more purely mental than tl! ^  ? " etc.
much as, in this, the pupils are expected + ^  P '^^ coding', inas-
wlthout touching them, or even looking at ti. the objects
extended to objects outside of the schor^i should bo
Thus, * ' How many eyes has a cow ? » sight).How many legs-? "
dP f7 /> rz .? ^^ j ^yOT REAR
6t t
^X£IICISE s I^r NUMBERS EOR
" H o r j Z b r o r ' ' ' ' ' ® B i s t e r s Î "•now many brothers and sisters in all î " etc.
you may say to^ the"^ r^ »n the performance of other duties,slates, i>eTy carefuly " l?to' " "^ i^ f,' ^
ready, say " Eh«i, ^ little while, when they are aUmade thus' III t>"^v three marks on his slate." (To be
liy placing' grouns J!f v ^  necessary to show them how,
lioard, andinatniff ™®'r^ s in various positions on the black-on their slates \ ^ ^ make them in similar positions
^6 ' C * class û,fter a little time, say, Each member of
T h e e t c . , e t c .
Better "v^aried hy having- dota made, instead ofïiûving them makA fi ^  know how to make any letter, as e, by
V a i y i t ®5 and 8, and tell Pupils open to the pictures on pages
^ogQ, ^  manv no ^  make as many marks as they can findas they can find kittens, etc.
Caxitioiis and o*W)unt ten) is called Though this (learning toseveral class oxercise^ '^ ^ ^ son, it will require several days, with
counting at the *^7» for pupils who know nothing of
occupy more than 5 in** Blaster it. No .class exercise shouldêeat exercises are ^omutes with this grade of pupils. The
BURH AND AiiTVAYs T ^ portant as the class exercises. Bk
QUIItKD rro DO ON work which they ARB RE-aad do not merely s^^i they do their best,
counting at this tim ^ ^ teach anything butand how to make them teaching the characters (figures),
attention with ideas another time. Do not distract theirOnb thinq at a Tm wanting backwards, or subtracting.
8^ve the punils need any special elFort be made tothey will get it from^^  number. If this idea is not innate,
form (or at m/ij»* and kindred exercises. Generally#^ Of^ e sit at a time is enough-tiiese are the cbaracteri^ ô^. si'igle, clear, pointed, Uvely—«ncs of a good exercise.
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PurpOQOa—teach the JVames and J^eaning of
t h e I ^ i ' p u r e s ,
/ J J ^ s é / ^ f
Also to review the preceding lesson In connection with this.
M e t h o d . — C l a s s E x e r c i s e . W i t h t h e c l a s s a r o u n d t h e C o u n t
ing Table and before the teacher's Blackboard, as represented In
picture, page 1, make figure / on the board (make a simple, in
clined, straight line, not /, nor any elaborate form). Then say," Children, this means one" Pointing to it, ask, " What does this
mean ? " James, put out as many counters on the table as this
means/' '* Jane, show me as many fingers as this means " (always
pointing to the figure when the question is asked).
Again, make the figure 2 (in this simple form), and repeat the
questioning as above. Thus, first telling them that it means two,
ask them, " What does this mean ? " " Hold up as many fingers
as this means." " Mary, pick up as many counters as this means."
So " question back " what you have told them. Do not be in a
hurry. Put a great variety of questions, to the. class, and to each
member of the class. But let each question be directed to the one
end of fixing in the mind the fact that the figure 2 means two.
Do not call the figure by name, but point to it and say, " As many
a s t h i s m e a n s . "
Now put both 1 and 2 on the board. Pointing to 1, say, " How
many does this mean Î " " Each show me as many hands as this
means." '*Each pick up as many counters as this means." In
like manner point to 2, and question and exercise the class.
Proceed In like manner with 8. This will be enough for one
exercise. (It may be too much for some classes.)
Seat Exercise.—^When the time comes for this exercise, with
out turning aside from other duties, say, " The ' C ' class may take
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out their slates." Put the figure 2 on the board. Say, " Biach
make as many marks (dots, e's, m's, a's, see preceding lesson) as this
means." In two or three minutes, put the figure 1 on the board
and proceed in the same manner. In like manner, after a short
interval, put 3 on the board and direct aa before.
Bê sure and inspect the work after it is done.
A Seeondi Class Exercise will teach the meaning of the figures
4, 5, and 6.
A Second Seat Esercise like the above will give them practice
o n i t .
A T h i r d C l a s s E x e r c i s e a n d
A Third Seat Exercise, both sîmilar to the above, will complete
this part of the lesson.
A Fourth Class Exercise will teach them that The names of the
figures are the same as their meaning,
A Fourth Seat Exercise may be given by telling them to make as
many marks (dots, e's, m's, o's. See Lesson I) as figure 5 means.
As figure 0, etc.
Cautions and Suggestions.—Do not let the exercises he-
come monotonous. Strive to have the pupils come to them as to
something which they enjoy. Hequisitiens which can be met by
doing something, will be relished. ThuSi " All clap hands 3 times."" All stamp as many times as this " (pointing to a figure). Count
ing in connection with gymnastic exercises, and the like, will
enable you to accomplish several things at once, and aid in keep
ing up an interest.
The exercises of this lesson have been written out thus in detail
to show how minute the subdivisions really need to be made.
(See first Caution under the last lesson.) Generally, this subdi-
vision will be left to the ^scretion of the teacher. Some classes
will need shorter exercises than others—that is, wrill be able to
take in fewer new Ideas.
The Fumerai Frame is very useful in teaching the meaning
of figures. First let the teacher move the balls to show how
many any given figure represents ; subsequently, let the pupils do
t h e s a m e .
10 exercises im lumbers eoe
l e s s o n I I I .
Purpose.—yo teach to make the l^ iftcres,
il», to ««sw, i. p..oedi..g
M e t h o d . — - T f t k A ®then be taken about in simplest form first. They will
L e t ^ o r d e r ~ - l , 7 4 f i Q O Q K ût h e fi r s t C l o f t k ^ e , v , 3 , o , 8 .*' Who can tell me h ^  to teach how to make 1, 7, and 4.
ï'iace the crayon ^ make the figure which means one?'*
Mark right down " ^ lead the pupils to say
them tell you,«it 4. + , ^ long—a foot long—and have
correct you. Incline 't +v. crooked, and let themthe matter with it. Tk ^ay, and let them teU what is
hoard and make ^ stnrt^ ^ each of them in turn to step to the
somet imes the somet imes " figure one / ' and
^the name of this ûg^Te ? frequently, - What^ many counters as 4+ What does it mean Î " « Show met ^ ans/' etc. means ? Clap hands as many times as
When a ûguTe hasclass notice wherein it i.'' the board by a pupil, let tbe
ects tiy to make a betta ''Sht, and let those who notice de-tion to do good work ' promote a healthful ambi-
, ThiB is an outline'of tb»«"firgestions need i^^ '^ T® ûgnre. Only aIn teaching to make / e .them count out seven dù^L objects. Let
ha/^"^ Then +v°' count seven dots as you makesaT« ^ how to mn point on the board.d i f ec f t he doo r t owa^ i ^ ^ 1 -
Lead th^"?'"® » little wray to thi Ï® ^'ihem to notice that the et? • ? ' " Which way now Î "» the stem m just figure!.
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Treat 4 in the same way. The general directions which the
pupils should be led to give for making it, are, *' Mark down-
to the right—^make a stem across the last line."
As you proceed to the more complicated figures, tbe importance
of teaching the pupils to observe carefully each peculiarity of
form increases. This will be best done by making the figure
wrong in various ways, and telling them to correct, either by tell
ing or by making a better one. Thus, make f instead of 4. Make
n, OP Î4., or 2f, etc.
Much ingenuity will be needed in helping the chUdren to cUUd-
like descriptions of the forms of the various figures. But be sure
and let them tell, in their ovm way, what the shape is, as far as
they can. Their methods will often give you valuable hints.
Making 6, 9, and 3, wlU constitute a second Class Exercise.The stem of the 6 is bent (curved) to the left. Its back is bent.
It turns up at the bottom into a little o at the right. It has a
of mouth opening to the right, etc. (Children are fond of such
conceits.)
Figure 9 is an o with a one for a stem. The stem is on the
right. The o is at the top of the stem and on its left.
When the little ones attempt to make these characters for them
selves, either on the board or on their slates, you will often haveto take hold of their hands and guide them. .Manage the exercises
BO as to give each one a great deal of practice. The purpose is
not to teach Turn to make the figures, but to teach the pupils to
iMke them ; and this can be accomplished only by much practice-
Have the slates brought to the CounUng T<Me frequently, for a
class exercise, and require the pupils to make the figures on their
elates, as you make them on the board.
Figure 3 may be described as a hook. ?, with a foot to it 2-the foot running out to the right. The hook bends over to the
l e f t .
Making 3, 5, and 8, will constitute a third Glaes Exercise,
Figure 8 may be described as having two mouths opening tothe left, or as two half o's one on top of the other. It has a very
crooked back. Its back is at the right, etc.
Figure 5 may be described as having a short stem, a hook or
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/ / / / / / / / / / /
7 7 7 7 7 7 7
6 6 6 6 6 6
half o, or mouth opening to the left, and a handle or arm run
ning out to the right from the bottom of the stem, etc.The 8 is an S with a mark running up through it.The true chUd's-teacher ifl fruitful in such comparisons.
Seat Exercises. ^ MarkofFon the blackboard a representation
of a elate, and put upon it a row of
1 s. Let the pupils make a similar
row on their slates. Then put a row
of 7'a on the picture of a slate^ and
let the pupils make them on their
slates. Let them make several rows
of 7 s. Then rows of 4'b, etc. This
will constitute an exercise in
figures, and will need to be continuedfor several days.
Another Seat Ekcerdse may be given
thus : Having no figures on the board,
tell the class to make a row of 4's, of
2 B, of 8 s, etc. This is an exercise ia
remembering the forms of the figuresso distinctly as to he able to make them. It wUl take several
e x e r c i s e s .
Still another variety of Seat Bxerciee may be given by present-
ing objects, marks, dots, letters on the board, or holding up fia-
gers and telling them to make the figure which means so many.
bid them make the figure which tels bow many kited there are.Make It five times^  " Make the figure which teUe how many
nats there are." Make it seven times "
Caution.-Do not attempt to teach them to maka^ything
T When they are older, and have.T ■ , f «tyle somewhat ; but no onem a k e s t h e m o r e e l a b o r a t e f o r m s i n ^ m
b l a c k b o a r d c o m m o n w o r k o n t h e s l a t e o r
L E S S O N I V .
f ^ U r p o S O a — t e a c h t o C o u n t f r o m 2 e n t o x i n e "
t e e u m
[A review of preceding leesons is always to be woven into a new leeson. Not
frequent^ but constant, reviews, is what we need.J
Mothod.—To accomplish this purpose will require several
days, with several exercises each day. The first class exercise
will hegin the work of teaching to count from ten to fifteen. Move
out the counters one by one while the pupils count till you have
moved out tm. Now, putting another with these, ask, " How
many have we now Î " Of course, none are exi>ected to know. But
arouse their curiosity, create a desire to know, and then, tell them,** eleven" (not " leten"). So proceed to fifteen. Oo slowly. Re
peat each step several times.
The Humeral Eratvs is exceedingly convenient for this purpose.
Sliding all the balls to one side of the frame, move all on the top
wire to the other side. Call attention to the fact that there axe
ten. in this row. Then, moving out one on the next wire, then two,
then three, etc., and requiring the pupils to observe, as you do so,
the composition of these numbers is clearly illustrated to the eye.
Let the class name in concert the numbers in order from ten to
fifteen, while you beat with the hand. Class beat and coimt. Call
on individuals to count while you heat.
Again, use the counters. Have individuals move them out and
count, while the class watches to see if it Is done right.
Use the pictures at the close of this lesson. Let the pupils
open their books to it. " How many can find the nest Î " " How
many eggs are there in it ? " How many by the side of the
nest ?" " How many in all ? " *'Ten and <me are called what ? "
" How many fishes up in the water in the vase ? " " How many
on the bottom ? " " Ten and fowr are called what ? " etc., etc.
When they can count to fifteen, call their attention to the fact
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that we count from twelve by saying "ïAtr-teen," which means
thftee ten (or threc-teen) ; ''four-teen," or four-and-ten, the teen
meaning and^ten/ fifor j^?®c-and-ten, etc. Then by meansof the counters show them that Mtr-teen ia ^ Arete-and-^ e»,/<mr-teen
is faur-md-ten, etc. Do not go beyond fifteen until tb^s idea is
clearly perceived by all. Use the subsequent numbers, sixteen to
nineteen, as teats. Tbus, if they have comprehended the idea,
they will be able to tell you what six-and-ten is called, what seven-
and-ten, etc. To test the members of the class separately use the
pictures below. Repeat the numbers in concert.
You will veiy naturally speak of these numbers as " the teens,"
There is no impropriety in it, and it will help to fix them, aa a
dosa, in the pupils' miuds.
Seat Exercises.—" Rach make eleven figure 2'b." After awhile,
*' Each make twelve dote," Again, having given time for the
former, "Each make thirteen I 's." etc. These directions are to
be given without interfering with your other duties, in a quiet
manner and low tone, addressed to the " C " clara in their seats.
Be aura and inapect their toork.
L E S S O N V .
Purp080«~--Y<> leach to the JV^u^bers /rofTt
j Te n t o J V i n e t e e n . .
Method.—Class Exercise.—^Make 0 on the hoard, telling theclass its name. Cipher^ or Zero. Show them the difference between
the form of 0 and o.
Having taught the form and naTne of this character (you needsay nothing ofits meaning, or use), let the class count whUe youmake ten marks on the board, thus, / // // // // / Write 10
over t^  marks, and tell them that these figures, so written, mean
ten. Then, pomtmg to the figures, ask, " What do 1 and 0 mean
when written so Î " " How is ten written in figures ? " Write
the 0 owr the under it, on the left of it, and ask in each case,
"Is this ten?" "What figures do mean ten?" "How written?"
«John, step to the hoard and write the figures which mean ten."" Mary, write them." " James," etc. Proceed in a similar man
ner to teach that 11 means eleven ; 12, twelve ; 18, thirteen.
When they have gone thus far, call attention to the fact that
are just writing the figures 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, etc.. In order, after 1.
Thus, eleven is written by putting 1 after 1, twelve by putting 2after 1, thirteen by putting 3 after 1, etc. Illustrate this by writ
ing on the blackboard, thus :
^ /S â & / S' f /O // /^ /à^ e/c.
So illustrate and impress the principle, that the pupils can goon
from 13 to 19. Such questions as this will aid in this work:" What is the first figure in writing each of teens f" "Well,
then, what shall I write first if I wish to write seventeen ? " Get
the answer from each pupil. " What number am I to write?"
{Seven-teexi.) "What teen?" (Seven.) "What, then, shall I
wri te af ter the 1 ? "
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To enliven the class, call on Mary to take np a handful of coun
ters and lay them in a pile. Let Jane count them, and Henry
write the numher on the board. Sarah add a handful to Maryse-
James count tJm pile. John write the number, etc.
Still another useful exercise wUl be secured by writing tb©
numbers from 1 to 19 on the board, thus ;
0 / ^ à ^ s s / < S ' f
/ Û / / / s / & / s ' / / J
and then, as you point to them, promiscuouBly, let the pupUe tell
what they mean. Make this also an individual exercise. Name
different numbers and call upon pupils to point to the fignres on
the board.
For another exercise, the pupils may bring their slates to the
table and write the numbers as you dictate them.
Seat Exercises.—Dictate numbers to be written on the slates.
Write the numbers from 1 to 19 on the board and have them
copied. Let the class stand at the long board and write the num
bers you name. (Such an exercise should not last more than two
or three minutes, and should not interrupt other duties Thus
have the " C " class take places at the long board while the " B "
or "A" class is coming out for class exercise. They should re-
exercises are going forward.)Make dots, marks, or letters. on the boa,^ , wa them make
the figure or figures which mean " so many "The piqûres on page U may he used for ;hi8 purpose, by telingthe pupds to make the figures which tel how mVny eg^  thereare when counted toother ; how many ants, books, mice! etc.If he pupds xn thexr seats seem restless, have them s^ and and
c o u n t m c o n c e r t . • T h e y c a n c o u n t ^
I r r i . _ ^ 1 I V t h r e e o r f o u r t i m e s i n aminute. They may have such an exfirrîaxx^ e x e r c i s e h a l f a d o z e n t i m e s »
day.
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L E S S O N V I .
Purpose.—2*0 teach the JYctmes and JMeaninff a/'t h e 3 > e c a d e s : , T h i r t y, N o r t y, e t c . , t o 0 ? t e
S u n d r e d .
Method. — Glas» Exercises. — " Children, if you
thumbs as fingers, how many fingers has
James on both hands?" "James, place
your hands side by side on the table " (as
In the margin). " Now, how. many fin
gers ( including thumbs) are there ? "" How many tens f " " Now, James, place
your hands close together, and Heniy, put
yours down by the side of James's." (See
m a r g i n . ) " N o w, h o w m a n y t e n e a r e
there?" "How many tens has
James ? " " How many has Hen
ry ? " " How many have both to
gether ? " (Two.) " What do we
call two tens ? " (Twenty.)
The accompanying cut may be
used for this purpose. All hav
ing their books open to it, ask," How many rails in this fence ? "
" How many birds on one of the top rails ?
c o u n t t h e
" C o u n t t h e b i r d s o n
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each of the rails ? " Lead them to notice that there are tefh birds
on each rail. "Now, on two rails there are how many tens?^'
" What are two tens called Î " etc.
Proceed in like manner to teach what is meant by Thirty^ Porty»
Fiftyt etc., to Ninety, Bepeat these names in concert.
Call attention to the prefixes Twen (meaning two)^ Thir (three),
i?br (four), Fif (five), jSét, etc., and to the ty as meaning tens.
Thus, S^ty means ^wî tens, Seimt^ty means seven^tenB^ etc.
Have concert exercises like this : " Twenty—means tioo tens ; "" means three tens ; " * * -^^<^y"7-means four tons ; etc.
Ag^, let part of the class naine the decades, and the other
part tell what they mean. Thus, Ftrat Part, in concert, " Twenty "..-Second Pcvrt, " Means two tens ; " Firet Part, " Thirty '^—Second
Part, Means three tens," etc.
Groups of dots, or marks on the board,
ten in a group, may be used to show the
meaning of these terms.
Seat Exercises.—" Each make ten marks
on your slate and draw a line around them
as I do on the board." " Make another
ten right under these, and draw a line
around them, as I do." So proceed till
they have ten groups of tens. After theyhave made two or three groups, the single
word "Another," spoken by the teacher,
will be sufficient direction to keep them at
work. The Numeral Frame may be used
very conveniently for this purpose.
These marks on their slates may be made
to afibrd an excellent Class Exercise. Thus,
have the pupils bring their slates to the
Counting Tcible, '*John, rub out ten of
Henry's marks." " Henry, rub out thirtyof your marks." " Mary, rub out twenty of
Henry's marks." "Henry, how many
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marks have you now Î " (This is not for the purpose of teaching
Subtraction, but simply to teach what twenty, thirty, forty, etc.,
mean. Do no t ask them how many twenty f rom s ix ty leaves , o r
any such questions. They are out of place here. Stick to the Hig
gle purpose.)
Another Seed Exercise may be obtained by having the ten groups
of tens made as before, and then telling them to draw a line
around twenty, thirty, forty, etc.
L E S S O N V I I .
F ^ u r p O S O a — t e a c h t o t h e D e c a d e s , a s ,
/ û ^ â û ^ & û ^ / û ^
K e t l x o d . — C l a s s E x e r c i s e s . — S h o w h o w t e n , t w e n t y, a o d
thirty are written, and then call attention to the fact that 0
each has a 0 (zero) at the right—that ten {one ten) has 1 at 10
the left ; twenty {fwo tens) has 3 at the left ; and that thir- 20
ty {three tens) hsff 3 at the left. Illustrate this by writing 80
the decades in a column on the blackboard as far as thirty, etc.
and lead the pupils to complete the work on their slates.
Seat Exercises.—Direct the pupils to make the figures which
mean twenty, thirty, forty, etc. Make groups of ten marks each,
on the board, as in the preceding cut, and making a mark around
two, three, four, or any number of them, say, " Make the figures
which mean so many," etc. Slip three tens of the balls on the
Numeral Frame to one side, and bid them make the figures which
mean so many. Then forty, then fifty, etc.
Use the picture on page 17. " Make the figures which tell how.
many birds there are on two rails." " On three," et^
2 0 EXERCISES in NUMBERS FOR
L E S S O N V I I I .
PurpOB©.—teach to Count throuffh the Sfecadet^
Method. Class Exercises.—-Have the pupils count out
IZtW place them by themselves. Put^Twent^fd ' ^ yo- that there are
<=^1 i t " Tweedy
rU aStx hke ^ «'^«ther counter with"Twenty and two^Tuntei^^ Teirt^Twenty-two, instead of twentv anrt + " many,
through Ùietioenties Thentl Thus lead them to countbe able to go on onhemsJw
or three decades. The AT ^  ^  having been led through tw^o
purpose. ^ ^meral Frame is well adapted to thia
There wiU be needed tyiti k ^ -n .names of the decades and in ^  I'epeating in concert the
exercises will need to be d through them. Many claeeoonnting from one to one himdred ^  simple drill in oral
Arouse the ambition of th
dred I Test them individual! ^ ^ able to count one hnn-can count to one hundred -wh^ ' them certificates that theyof the greatest mathemati^ i^ *^ well. This is one
Vary the counting exercise they will ever mafee Îanother go on a little furth^  ^  ^ ving one count awhile, then
them count around the class' ^ l^other, etc. AJso by havingfirst pupil says, " one ; » the^  beginning at one end, the
etc., to one hundred. ThiB ; " the third, " three/'
all are perfectly familiar -«rîfv ^ » long time, till
« i « » f < > ^ e r o f t h e n u m b e r s .Seat Exercises.—" Each m v
of ten each.) " Make enough marks." (Two groups
three in al l . " " Enough m ^ wi l l have twenty-
thirty, forty, etc. ^ niake twenty-five," eta So of
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'*Make three lines of marks dear across yonr slates" (show
them how on the board), " Count them, and tell me how xnaay
you have."
Use the picture below. "How manytfiidst" "Lambs?" eta
Show from the picture that 24 is 2 tens and 4, etc.
L E S S O N I X .
Purpose.—teach to TVHte iTt Hlgures through
t h e T > e c a d e s ,
M e t l i o d . — C l a s s E x e r c i s e s . — L e t o n e p u p i l c o u n t o u t t e n
counters and put them in one pile on the counting-table, and have
another count out ten more and place them in a pile near the
former. " How many tene have we here ? " " What do we call
ivio fens.'" "Tell me how to write twenty in figures, on the
boaidl" " John, what dial! I write first ? " " Jane, what next?"
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twopUes of tens together and lead the pupils to say
t^ there are twenty in the pile. Then put a single counter nearem, and ask, " How many have we here in all ? " " Twenty andone are caUed how many ? " « What comes next after twenty Î "
Ihen callmg attention to the 20 on the board, tell them that the
f ^ s o m a n y ( t w o ) t e n s ,an a whatever stands in the first place at the right mean  ^
m y^ ttwre* Rub out the 0 and put 1 in its place, thus, 21.How many does the 2 mean Î " « Why does the two mean two-
• ^ (Because it stands in the second place from th©ngnt.) What does this mean ? " (pointing to the 1.) " Twentyand one ^  call what Î " Then write 25, and proceed in like
manner. Then 27, etc. (Do not use 22 until the idea is fixed.1 ne two 2 s may trouble them.) Practice upon this untU each
pupil clearly perceives the principle, and has it fixed in the mind,ïott need not confine yourself to the twenties in doing this, nor to
numbers in order ; it will be better that you should not.
« T « î f ' ® Î " ( F i v e t e n s , o r f i f t y. )What this ? '• (pointing to the 7.) " What do we call fifty and
mean?" (pointing to the 57.)Then take 48, 65, 72, or any of the numbers.
Whether the fact that in 10, 20, 30, 40, etc., the 0 is good for
rwthxng but to keep the place, should be taught or not, will depend
upon the ability of the class. I think it can usually be done to
advantage. Thus, write 5. " What does this mean Î » Put 0 bytbe nght flide afjt. "What does the 5 mean TIPW?" Show themthat the 0 bolps the S to mean fifty, "by showing that it is in the
second place. It does nothing else. Now write 5 again. * ' What
does this mean 7 » (Five.) Put 3 at its right ; thus, 63. " Wliat
does til© 5 mean now 7 " " What helps it to mean fifty ? " ■' Does
the 8 do anything but help the 5 7» It does Bometliing by
itself. It means t7iree. In this manner teach that 0 only serves to
keep the place, and show that the other figure is in the second
place, while any other figure will keep the place and do some
thing else.
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If these prtncij^ have been properly taught, the pupils can
now tell you how to write any nximber in any decade. Test them
on this point, as a means of determining when your work is well
done. Thus, " I want to write forty-five." " How many 7 " (Glass
say "forty-five.") "How many tens7» "How many more?"" What phall I write to mean the tens 7 " " How many more do I
want to write 7 " " Where shall I write the 4 ? " etc. This drill
must he kept up exercise after exenfise, day after day, till all can
write any number up to 99, readily.
XUustrate the writing of numbers through the decades hy writ
ing them on the board in this form :
0 1 3 8 4 5 6 7 8 9
1 0 1 1 1 3 1 3 1 4 1 5 1 6 1 7 1 8 1 9
2 0 3 1 2 3 3 3 3 4 3 5 3 6 3 7 3 8 2 9
3 0 8 1 3 3 8 3 8 4 , e t c .
Let the pupils copy this arrangement and carry it forward to
99. Drill them in reading the numbers across the page, and also
d o w n t h e c o l u m n s .
The single statement that 100 means ten tens, or one hundred,
"Will be enough on this point, if it is illustrated and dwelt upon till
the pupi ls know i t .
Seat Exercises.—These will be easily devised. "Each write
twenty-six." "Each write fifty-seven." (They will understand
what is meant without saying "the figures which mean," etc.
although this full form of expression should be kept up till the
thought conveyed is fixed in mind.)" Write fifty-eight three times." " Write sixty-three." " Write
seventy-one under the sixty-three," etc., etc.
Use the pictures, having the pupils count the various objects,
and write the number in figures. Thus, on page 14, " Count the
fishes, the ants, and the lilies of the valley, and write the num
ber," Such a demand as this will require several minutes for its
execution, and you should by no means fail to examine the results.
Do not forget that it is a great work for the little ones.
*Thl8 form of speech Is given as that which the teacher wiQ natiirally use,
and which she will make clear by her manner.
e x e r c i s e s m l u m b e r s f o r
"Wïe an e^teTcise in " finding tbe page " in their■ i^Osrcfc- "^ "îiïs^  *®ïâs5?vj-^ esrsïiiJ'* "Recjnir© them. "to hoid. np i* ®
'booismihstpa em see /rom your desk that they have
the right page. "AH find page filty-three," "Show it to
Tyrifi. on this hll all can turn quickly "to any page y
may name.
L E S S O N X .
t o
Purpose. — To teach the Ordinals, or
Ji'umber^
Method.—This may be done by having the clasa ^pd ; 'around. Thus, one at one end says " first ; " the next, ^
t h e n e x t , " t h i r d , " e t c . e p d ^
It will not be best to make this an entire exercise, but iJ*
litfie time upon it, and the rest of the time on review
counting, writing, and recognizing numhers.Make figures thus on the board, heginning at the rigl^ *^
? ^^ a ^ é 7 ^
Which figure did I make jiret Î" " Whi ch, second f '
t h v r d , " e t c . ^ t J » ®Let it he understood that 70U expect them to
ilgkt, and then ask, " What is the fourth figure Î " '
« « e n t A r ' e t c . g p '
Seat Exercise.—"Find the twenty-first page. 9 f * * f j q j e
t e e n t h / ' e t c . ' "
e
This lesson will require several days, and but ^
nals should be attempted at a time. Perhaps for thefrom " first " to " tenth." . ^ iff %It is not imperative that the numhering should be
ta»lreS.k,Mp.e.M; perh.p. to ,u„,eth, will M ""leff« «-^7 »« «""f di>*^'® ^ hundredth without d
S E C T I O N I I .
A D D I T I O N
L E S S O N I .
C l a s s E x e r c i s e s ,
Purpose.- -2*0 teach hon^ to find out the sum of
a n y t T t ' o n u m b e r s b e t n ^ e e n o n e a n d n i n e *
< s * ^ ' a *
r - .
* ThlB lesson is not, strictly speaking, a lesson in Addition ; ^it
is a lesson in Counting, and is preparatory to Addition, Addition
and counting are not the same thing. The arithmetical process
which "we call Addition is a method of finding the sum of numbers
by means of a knowledge of the sums of the digits two and two,
t, e., by means of a knowledge of the Addition Tabte. Hence, as
preparatory to Addition, the pupil needs—
• The paragrapha in small type are exclusively for the Teach^"» use. Those
in the larger type are for the children to study at their seats.
3 6 ^ ^ d i t i o n . - e x e r c i s e s f o r
i ' " " " < 1h.«4The only ^ay wv'wu ^ Addatioa proper,
stance, -what is ?>.« ^ can find out, in the first in-
In» one number « DUmbeïfi, M i and S, Ib by tdk'<wn. When the oa the other. But this U not addi-
Addition Tabu ^ learned tlie meaning of theit to memory *r^ . it readilj, he is prepared to commit
thoroughly lèarn^ ^ ^ c^onô. step ; and not until the table mIt is just at tbj ' pupil prepared to enter upon Addition-
The the difficulty in teaching Additionto attempt adding before he is fa-
^0 Uutn Ka lowed to enter upon Addition proper
to coun? there ^  P^ ;rfect e<m the sum of any two
of the APtopensitv ari= arising from a propensityWe now *^ *^ ition Table ^ ol&ly from an imi)erfect knowl-
îng claaa ©v^  tO 6Xliihi+ ' ^  .leoaon. for the ^ detail Bome methods of conduct-Have the P^^ae designated at the head of ih.i0
aad three count "whil«
we there in .^^ers in «Tirt+i. PlacejTowr counters in one pile»^ " CPoU> pile Î the first. « How manytriers are ip >8 to the thr2 \ ^ ^
Oûe can. to piles î of who can tell how many
be ^ thfi rt ^ ûot expected that anyt h e y c a n w i t h fi n d o u t . T h e n s h o w t h e m "
coun t i ng on t he t h ree ,one of the them ^^orc are in both piles. Thus,
JJ>«ther. ^  up to the / ^  " <Poiuting to the four.) Move"How many nowÎ" Move upour and ^ jmt ^he th " How many now î
" " ' " " •■ • " " - -
i n g , h o w « « o t h .
put together make.
f V m m i i T i i M J « •
H o w m a n y a r e
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Also lead them to determine how many 5 and 6 make hy placing
the counters in each collection so that they can be counted with
out being moved.
The Numeral Frame may also be used for our present purpose.
Thus, holding it up bçforo thç çlp^ ,^ let the pupUff count OUt 8
ballB aa you move them to one side on the upper wire. Then
count out 4 on the socond wire, moving them under the five.
"How many balls have we here ?" (pointing to the 5.) "How
many have we here ? " (pointing to the 4.) " How many in all ? "" How many are 5 and 4 ? *'
Again, proxwse the question, " How many are 5 and 3 Î " and letthe pupila work out the answer hy moving the balls. So, also, ad-
firess such questions as the following to individuals^  and let them
find out the answers by moving the balls : " How many are 4 and
2? " « How many are 7 and 3 Î " etc.
Counting hy S'e, S's, 1*8, etc., is a very useful exercise for many
purposes, especially as it furnishes such s variety of systematic
exercises in a convenient form for drilL But let the exercise be
restricted to the single purpose had ip view at the time ; pur pres
ent object is to te<i6h to malce tJie Additioii Table. For this pxirpoee,
^ well as for the purpose of fixing the table in memoiy, it is not
legitimate to cany this form of counting beyond those steps
which require the combination of single digits ; for example, in
eounting by 3's we shall have these combinations, 3, 4, 6, 8, 10 ;
3» 8, 7, 9,11 ; and no more. Counting by 3's we shall bave
9, 12; 1, 4, 7,10; 2, 6, 8, 11 ; and no more. After the pupils
^Uiprebend the order^  these combinations can be assigned as seal
^^^dses ; for example, tell them to write on tbeir slates the num-
hers as they count hy 4, first beginning with 1. These results will
^ written thus :
■Afifain count by 4'fl beginning with 3, and write the results. These
he 2, 6,10.
The several exercises thus outlined will be distributed through
a number of days, only one being tised at a time, and this repeated
till it is familiar before passing to another.
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Do not attempt, at this time, to have them remember bow many
any combination makes. The present purpose is merely to leam
how to find out what 4 and 3, 5 and 6, etc., make. In this first ex
ercise do not take either the smallest or the largest numbers.
Give them Bufflcient practice so that they can study the follow
ing seat exercise. Write the figures 4, 3, 5, 2, 1 on the board, with
the corresponding words printed under them, thus,
^ J s 3 /
F o u r , T h r e e . F i v e . T w o . O n e .
If the pupils do not know all these words, they should he taught
them, or at least be shown how to find out what they are by look
ing at the board.
S e a t E x e r c i s e .
1. How many birds are on
the box ?
2. How many birds are in
the tree ?
3. How many birds in all?
4. How many birds are
four birds and three birds ?
6, How many birds are on the
barn ?
6. How many birds are flying to
the barn ?
7. How many birds in all ?
8. How many birds are five
birds and three birds ?
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9. How many cats are on the
t a b l e ?
10. How many cats are on the
floor by the table ?
11. How many cats in all ?
12- How many cats are three
cats and three cats ?
13. How many boys
are at play under the
tree ?
14. How many girls
are at play under the
t r e e ?
15. How many boys
and girls in all ?
16. How many are
% boys and 3 girls?
17. How many caps are hung ri
u p ? ^
18. How many caps are on the
floor ?
19. How many caps are there in
a l l ?
20. How many caps are 4 caps
and 2 caps ?
R e c i t a t i o n a n d C l a s s E x e r c i s e .
We are now to have Qur first jRecitatùm,
With books in hand, let the pupils read the questions in the
preceding Seat Exercise, and give the answers. Thej are not ex-
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pected to have learned the combinations, as how many 4 and. 3
make) but only how to Jlnd out hy couutingj as above explained.
Give time to do this in the recitation. To give variety, let one
read a question and another answer it. But, do not go round in
order. Say, read the first question, silently." Give time.
"Jane, read it aloud." "John, answer it," Thus, letting no
know who is to read, or who is to answer, keep all in readiness.
When they have had a fair opportunity to show that they
studied the lesson well, give them a new exercÎBe.
Give them suflScient practice to enable them to find out the
swers to the following, while in their seats, a7id write the answers
in order on their slatee^ while in their Beats,
1 . How
2 . H o w
3 . H o w
4 . H o w
5 . How
6 . H o w
7 . H o w









S e a t
4 and 3





2 a n d 7
6 a n d 8
E x e r c i s e .
? 9 . H o w
? 1 0 . H o w
? 1 1 . H o w
? 1 2 . H o w
? 1 3 . H o w
? 1 4 . H o w
? 1 5 . H o w
? 1 6 . H o w
m a n y a r e
m a n y a r e
m a n y a r e
m a n y a r e
m a n y a r e
m a n y a r e
m a n y a r e
many axe
7 and 6 ?
8 and 5 ?
6 and 1 ?
9 and 3 ?
8 and 3 ?
7 and 9 ?
6 and 7 ?
7and8 ?
R e c i t a t i o n a n d C l a s s E x e r c i s e .
Firsts the pupils having brought their books, and their slal^ ®
with the answers in order on them, read the questions to them*
and let them give the answers as they have them on their sle-t®®-Let several pupils give the answer which they have to each prol^
lem, as it is called for. If they do not agree, have the claseout which is light. It may take several exerdises to get themto write their answers in good order on their elates ; but the efihrt
repeated and persisted in nntil they do it.
all the nnon through with all the questions, and gi'''®®the p pdsa ful opportunity to exhibit thlr work, give a
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exercise. Let this he to teach them how to use marks like / / / /,
and the balls on the Numeral Frame, for the purpose of finding
out what the sum of two numbers is. (See page 27.)
The following exercise is to he studied hy the pupils in their
seats, and the answers written in order on their slates in the same









m a n y a r e
m a n y a r e
m a n y a r e
m a n y a r e
m a n y a r e
m a n y a r e
m a n y a r e
5 and 9 ?
6 and 1 ?
7 and 4 ?
4 and 9 ?
5 and 2 ?
8 and 9 ?
3 and 7 ?
8 . H o w
9 . H o w
1 0 . H o w
11 . H o w
1 2 . H o w
1 3 . H o w















Recitation and Class Exercise.
The recitation will be similar to the last, the design being to
satisfy yourself that the pupils have done the work well, which
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was assigned them to do in their seats, and to make them feel that
yon notice and appreciate their efforts.
For a New Claaa Exercise teach them that + means the same as
"and," and =, the same as "make," or "are," Write on the
board 4 + 5 = 9, 6 + 4 = 10, and similar expressions, and teach
them to read them *'4 and 5 are 9," " 6 and 4 are 10," etc. Tlien
^ve them what instruction they may need to enable them to copy
the next seat exercises upon their slates, and to determine the axi-
swera by counting, with or without objects, and to fill out the ex
press ions .
S e a t E x e r c i s e ,
S e a t E x e r c i s e .
3 + 5 =
2 + 3 =
6 + 4 =
7 + 1 =
5 + 6 =
8 + 9 =
7 + 6 =
3 + 1 =
4 + 1 =










9 - 1 - 4
R e c i t a t i o n a n d C l a s s E x e r c i s e .
Examine the pupils' slates to see that the work is done neatly,
thus : " 6 and 4 are how many ?" "7 and 6 ? "
^ question is asked, have aU look up the answer oneir slates, and then call on some one to answer, allowing the
to correct the reply, if wrong,
^ or a new exercise, show them hoio to make the Addition Table,as indicated in the following exercise. Their slates are to bo
table copied and filled out.G It be borne in mind that it is dbility to firid out hy counting,
^ «■ the sum of any two numbers each expressed by a single* V that we are seeking to secure. We are not now requir-t e pupils to tnemorùse, but to ynake the Addition Table,
Hwers by counting, with or without objects, and to fill out the ex
































1 + 1 = 1 + 2 - 1 + 3 -
2 + 1 - 2 + 2 — 2 + 3 =
3 + 1 = 3 + 2 = 3 + 3 =
4 + 1 = 4 + 2 —
5 + 1 - 5 + 2 =
6 + 1 = 6 + 2 —
7 + 1 - 7 + 2 —
8 + 1 — 8 + 2 —
9 + 1 - 9 + 2 —
1 + 4 - 1 + 5 - 1 + 6 -
2 + 4 — 2 + 5 — 2 + G —







1 + 7 - 1 + 8 — 1 + 9 —
3 4 a d d i t i o n . — e x e r c i s e s f o r
Recitat ion and Class Exercise*
Making the above table will aflford three or more seat exercisefl-
Each part should be made several times over, until all can be
made with ease. The class exercises will be similar to that sug
gested last. Remember that the present purpose is to leam ho^
to find out what these combinations are. The next lesson will be
devoted to fixing them in memoiy-
-A. good class exercise can be obtained by writing a eeries of
combinations on the boards thus :
3 + 2 —
2 + 4 =
1 + 5 =
6 + 3 =
8 + 5 =
etc. ;
and as you point to any combination, let the pupils raise their
h^ds as soon as they can tell what it makes. Then call on individuals to answer.
S e a t E x e r c i s e .
1. A boy has three apples and a girl gives him five
ihore. How many haa he then ?
2, Prank has 2 tops and George has 3. How many
have they both ?
There are 3 birds on one tree and 8 birds on another.How many birds are there on both trees ?
4. Ann has seven flowers and George gives her
more. How many has she then ?
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5. There are 5 books on the
chair and 8 on the table- How
many books are there in all ?
6 . T h e r e a r e 4 c h i c k e n s i n
the barn and 7 in the yard.
How many chickens are there
in all ?
7. There are 5 eggs in one
nest and 7 in the other. How
many eggs in both nests ?
8. If the black cat has four
kittens and the white cat has
six, how many kittens have both ?
9. How many letters are there in the word ground?
How many in the word white ? How many in both
words? How many are six and five ?
10. How many letters are there in the word teacher ?
How many in the word boy ? How many in both words ?
How many are 7 and 3 ?
[See firet Recitation and Class Exercise for method in this case.]
L E S S O N I I .
P u r p o s e * — ^ d d i i i o n 2 a b i e i n t h e m e m - -
ory, so that the piipit can tell the sum of any tn^o
n u m b e r s b e i n ' e e n / a n d 9 w i t h r e a d i n e s s *
C l a s s E x e r c i s e .
Show them, by the use of the counters or other objects, that 3
and 2 are the same as 2 and 3 ; 5 and 4, as 4 and 5, etc.
" If you have three nuts in your left hand and 6 in your right.
36 ^^^ITIOj^.^EXEltClSBS EOE
joat left ^Vo ' "l,+Y' »nd take 5 in« 3 and 5 are the eame as whit 7" ^ "
" ^ derstood and fixed in mind. It diminiflhea
I's of the Ad/«learned, driU them in concert on the
2'"'2 and 1 <f Table. Thus, have them aU say, " 1 and 1 are^andl are 3," "Sand 1 are 4," etc.
Again, write on the board such examples as these ;
1 1 1 1 1
® 4 1 2 6













1 Î" Tell fi!'^ * ®*'^Ple. a»k. "How many are 3 and
l i n e . " H • " Y ® * ^ ® r i g h t u n d e r t h e
S h o w ^ ^ ® m a n n e r w i t h t h e r e s t ,it on +1 • ®î" ^ perform the following exercise, by copying
'■> E a e h o f t h e . ! «
Frns-r n ®*®'^ ®®® are to be thus copied and filled out, and theI-UMN XVf BUtCH THOROUGHLY MBMOHEZBi».
S e a t E x e r c i s e .
1 + 1 =
2 + 1 =
3 + 1 =
4 + 1 =
5 + 1 =
6 + 1 =
7 + 1 =
8 + 1 =
9 + 1 =
2 + 1 = 6 + 1 = 1 + = S
1 + 3 = 1 + 6 = 1 + = 9
3 + 1 = 7 + 1 - 1 + 7
1 + 3 = 1 + 7 = 1 + 6
4 + 1 _ 8 + 1 = 1 + 4
1 + 4 = 1 + 8 = 1 + = 3
5 + 1 — 9 + 1 - 1 + = 1 0
6 + 1 — 1 + 9 = 1 + = 2
1 + 0 = 0 + 1 — ^ 1 + = 5
ts three pigs and Frank has one pig. H o w r
2. Mary has 1 chicken and Jane has 7 chickens.
How many chickens have both ?
3. One and 3 are how many ?
4 . O n e a n d w h a t m a k e f o u r ?
5. Three and what make four ?
6. Five and one are how many ?
7. F i ve and wha t make s i x ?
8 . One and wha t make s i x ?
9. Mary has 4 flowers. How many more must she
get to have five ?
10. George has 1 top. How many more must he get
to have 4 ?
1 1 2 1 3 1 4 1 6 1 6 1 7 1 8 1 9
1 2 1 3 1 4 1 5 1 6 1 7 1 8 1 9 1
R e c i t a t i o n a n d C l a s s E x e r c i s e .
Ifïrêt, EXAMINE THE PUPILS' WORK.
Have the pupils repeat the " ones column " (the left-hand one)
down and up, by having the first pupil say, " One and one are
3 8 E O S
"o r •» " «> » "o "^
Tk". v.^ Z - " '^'' "k»" »"«««•ten ;" and the next "On» «L ^nd on© ar©Dictate the eS aX?.
s-s^er. Thus, sny «1 and and have the pupUs an-
tl^ought,nan.;^^ieL"!'^ ^ »" when all haveAgain, have ^ rn,rf *° TT" ®°answers as they pead^  ® fourth column, supplying the
the next lesson. enable the pupUs to prepareare to be copied on T w eabsequent exercises of this lesson
general plan of reri/« slates and treated as the last. The same
lowing exercises. ^  Pnrsued in each of the eight fol-
them, Bhoi^ theî^ t^ ^ about these exercises as they come toin the 3's colum * 1 + 3, in the 2's column, 1 + 3. and 3 + 3,
The teacher nL® t^" previously learned,
quite as imnow! . ^^^^ty to add by sight ^
exercises to the f ^  û,dd by aoundy and adapt the drillercisesis to tea h '^ ^  fundamental purpose in these e "^
90 that thev component parts of the numbers from ^ to 18,mil he inatarUly recognized.
S e a t E x e r c i s e .
2 + 2 =
3 + 2 =
A + 2 =
5 + 2 =
6 + 2 =
7 + 2 =
8 + 2 =
9 + 2 =s
1 " i " 2 =
2 + 1 =
2 + 2 =
3 + 2 =
2 + 3 =
A + 2 =
3 + 4 =
5 + 2 =
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1. Ann has 8 flowers and George has 2. How many
have both ? If Ann has 2 and George 8, how many
have both ?
2. Frank has 2 hens and George has 6. How many
have both ? If Frank has 6 and George 2, how many
have both ?
3. Two white pigs and four black pigs are how many ?
ï'our white pigs and 2 black ones are how many ?
4:. Two and three are how many ?
5. Two and what make five ?
6. Three and what make five ?
7- Eight and two make how many ?
8. Eight and what make 10 ?
9. Two and what make 10 ?
10. There are 3 eggs in the nest. How
oiany more must the hen lay to make 5 ?11. If James has learned 6 words, how
fnany more must he learn to know 8 ?
1 2 2 2 3 2 4 2 5 2 6 2 7
3 1 2 3 2 4 2









3 + 6 =
7 + 3 =
3 + 7 =
8 + 3 =
3 + 8 =
9 + 3 =
3 + 9 =
0 + 3
Seat Exercise
1 + 3 =
3 + 1 =
3 + 3 =
3 + 3 =
3 + 3 =
4 + 3 =
3 + 4 =
6 + 3 =
3 + 5 =
w ; S t h f " - a ^
^ 2. There are five lambs
one field and three in
another. How many are
there in both fields ?3* If there are 9 cows in
one field and 3 cows in an-
P t h e p , ^
both fields?4. Eight eggs in the nestd three in your hand,
how many eggs ?
5-^ »raaath.^ aKhow„>,oy?J;- Wto! and what make seven PFour and what ake seven ?• and four are how many?
• ;hive and what make nine?
1 1 * ° ^ a k e n i n e ?• Four and eightare how many ?




















" n r r w i l * "
1 + 4 = 6 + 4 =
4 + 1 = 4 + 6 =
2 + 4 = 7 + 4 =
4 + 4 — 4 + 2 = 4 + 7 —
6 + 4 3 + 4 — 8 + 4 =
6 + 4 = 4 + 3 = 4 + 8 =
7 + 4 4 + 4 = 9 + 4 —
8 + 4 — 5 + 4 = 4 + 9 —



















1. Four girls and five girls are how many girls ?
2. Five boys and four boys are how many boys?
3. Nine pigs and four pigs are how many ?
4. There are 7 sheep in one field and 4 in another.
How many are there in both ?
5. How many letters are there in the word George ?
How many in the word read ? How many letters in both
w o r d s ?
6. George has 4 tops. How many more must he get to
have 6 ? How many to have 9 ?
7. Mary has 3 flowers. How many more must she
get to have 7 ?8. Jane has 7 chickens. How many more must she
get to have 11 ?
9. One day the hen's nest had 9 eggs in it. On an
other day it had 13. How many new eggs had been laid
in it ?
1 4 2 4 3 4 4 6 4 6 4 7 4 8 4 9 4
4 1 4 2 4 3 4 4 5 4 6 4 7 4 8 4 9
